LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST
8 players. All optional (3m, 1either, 4f)
Your new guest pregame site is: http://yourmysteryparty.com/teen
CHARACTER

BRIEF BIO

JOSHUA
HUTCHSON

Joshua Hutchson is an American television and film actor.
He kick started his career with comedy roles and recently
climbed to the top of the Hollywood elite through his
portrayal of a young teen fighting for his life in the hit movie
Hungry Games.
This Aussie hunk has blessed the Australian big screen with
his beautiful mug since he was a teen. He’s since switched
to the American big screen and is known best for his role as
a young teen fighting for his life in the hit movie Hungry
Games. However, he takes his movie roles too seriously.
Brake is the Canadian born rap artist and actor. Brake got
his first break on a television series known as Regrassi: The
Next Gen. After releasing a slew of mix tapes, he finally
signed to a rap record label and broke into the mainstream
music industry. Rumor has it that Brake wants to ditch his
fame and become a veterinarian. His diehard fans hope the
rumor is false!
Rijuana is a trendy recording artist who is no stranger to the
top of the Grillboard Music Charts. Her shelves are filled
with Grammy Awards, American Video Awards, and more
Grillboard Music Awards than she can count. Yet, among all
of this success, she hasn’t let it go to her head. She’s a
sweet and caring friend.
Originally hailing from a small town in Arizona, this big
screen beauty has fought zombies, assisted superheroes,
and even given cartoon characters a voice on her road to
stardom. At an early age, Emma was determined to make it
big in Hollywood. This strong-minded star will do anything it
takes to get what she wants.
This pouty-lipped Australian born young lady was
unintentionally discovered during a grade school play! After
climbing the ladder in the Oz entertainment industry, she
arrived in America with her debut role as Violet in A Series
of Mishaps. Nevertheless, fame isn’t everything, as Emily is
difficult to get along with - both on and off the set.
The quirky Kellie O’Bourne grew up in the shadows of her
father’s massive musical career. She grew up taking a back
seat to her famous dad. Recently she has made herself a
household name through her work in television, with charity
work and fashion.

Actor

Optional male

LIAM
HENYWORT
Actor

Optional male

BRAKE
Rap Artist, Actor

Optional male

RIJUANA
Pop Star, Fashion
Designer

Optional female

EMMA
SLOAN
Actress

Optional female

EMILY
BROWN
Actress

Optional female

KELLIE
O’BOURNE
Pop Star, Philanthropist

Optional female
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SUGGESTED
ATTIRE
Trendy Hollywood –
oxford button down
shirt, jacket and
jeans.

Trendy Hollywood –
oxford button down
shirt, jacket and
jeans.

Trendy Hollywood –
oxford button down
shirt, jacket and
jeans.

Glamorous evening
attire, short, dark
brown hair in a
trendy cut (wig if
needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, vibrant red
hair curled in soft
ringlets (wig if
needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, dark red hair
in a short, shag (wig
if needed).

Trendy and quirky
evening attire,
purple hair curled in
a short, trendy cut
(wig if needed).

JACKIE
O’BOURNE
Philanthropist

Optional either

Jackie O’Bourne is the demure sibling of Kellie O’Bourne. A
few years younger and much quieter, Jackie prefers to linger
in the shadows. Jackie spends the days avoiding the
limelight and working as many community projects as
possible to help the needy and homeless.
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Conservative
evening attire. You
don’t want to stand
out, you’re shy.

